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What is Frontlist Report?

Every week, we review all the new releases from 13,723 children’s publishers in 8

countries and introduce 20 to 30 titles you should not miss. 8 countries include

US, UK, Canada, Germany, France, Spain, Italy and Netherlands.

How do we select titles?

By tracking hundreds of sources, we select books that meet the following criteria:

★ Recent acquisitions of other foreign publishers

★ Award winners / nominees

★ Bestsellers

★ Recommendation by book magazines and critics

★ New releases from notable authors

★ Noteworthy titles hand-picked by Frontlist editors

Titles that are not featured

★ Titles that had been already translated into your language of publication

★ Titles that have been previously featured in our reports

Due to the fact that we're not a rights holder, we may not guarantee rights availability for all of the
featured titles. So we advise you check with each publisher/agency we listed, in case you're interested in
any of the titles.

All content copyright and other rights reserved by its respective owners.
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THIS WEEK'S SUMMARY

New Releases & Pre-pubs

1,956 children's books are newly published this week.

US UK Canada Germany France Spain Italy Netherlands Total

689 306 229 129 172 167 205 59 1,956

Among these new releases, the following 4 activity books are featured in this report.

The Order & Chaos Colouring
Book 
by Rudi Haig, Vicky Barker

b small publishing
(UK)

Oct 1, 2017

New release from Vicky
Barker (Notable author)

Draw Like an (Ancient)
Egyptian 
by Jay Wright

Cicada Books (UK)

Oct 5, 2017

Frontlist Staff Pick

Animal Camouflage: A Search
and Find Activity Book

Princeton
Architectural Press
(US)

Sep 5, 2017

Recommended by Kirkus
Reviews: See review

Find Me: A Hide-and-Seek
Book

Chronicle Books
(US)

Sep 5, 2017

Recommended by Kirkus
Reviews: See review

New Series

★  Colora con i numeri by White Star

★  迷路探偵ピエール / Pierre The Maze Detective Series by Nagaoka Shoten
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★  Mishmania Series by Little Bee Books

★  Create Your Own Series by Scholastic UK

Notable Backlist

The following 6 activity books have made the significant achievements or been highly

recognized this week.

This is not a science book 
by Clive Gifford

The Ivy Press
(UK)

Sep 1, 2016

Recently acquired
by Knesebeck (Germany)

Feest Voor Finn  
by Peter Goes

Lannoo
(Belgium)

Jan 1, 2017

Recently acquired by Editions
Milan (France)

Un Mondo di Avventure. Super
Sticker. Con Adesivi 
by Mattia Cerato, Beatrice
Costamagna, Valentina Belloni

AMZ (Italy)

Sep 13, 2016

Recently acquired by
Ediciones SM (Spain)

Mille millards de trucs (et de
moutons) 
by Anne Montel, Loic Clement

Belin
Jeunesse
(France)

Oct 7, 2014

Recently acquired by words &
pictures (UK)

Playing With Food: An Activity
Book 
by Louise Lockhart

Cicada Books
(UK)

Jun 7, 2016

Recently acquired by Prestel
Verlag (Germany)

Pinball Science 
by Ian Graham, Owen Davey

Templar
Publishing
(UK)

Sep 8, 2016

Recently acquired by QEB
Publishing (US)
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&

PRE-PUBS
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New release from Vicky Barker (Notable author)

Frontlist Staff Pick

The Order & Chaos Colouring Book by Rudi

Haig, Vicky Barker

English  Oct 1, 2017 PRE-PUB   128 pages  9781909767836

This small-format, humorous book takes a light-hearted
approach with which wise-owl kids, existential teens and playful
adults can all identify. Impose some order to a frustratingly
chaotic situation by painstakingly coloring in every blank space.
Or maybe destroy the peaceful design of a mandala by
applying random, half-finished blobs of color! Calm, orderly
scenes are followed by more chaotic ones—you can bring the
order, or the chaos.

Contact Info  b small publishing (United Kingdom)
Sam Hutchinson  sh@bsmall.co.uk

Click to view more pages
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Recommended by Kirkus Reviews: See review

Draw Like an (Ancient) Egyptian by Jay Wright

English  Oct 5, 2017 PRE-PUB   48 pages  9781908714497

Take a journey down the Nile to the Delta and discover the rites
and rituals, art and culture of the Ancient Egyptians. Jackal-
headed Anubis, Osiris, ruler of the underworld and his wife, Isis,
goddess of love, are brought to life in Jay Wright’s warm,
contemporary style. Activities include: designing a pharoah’s
headdress, making up your own gods, writing your name in
hieroglyphics and discovering the treasures of Tutankhamun’s
tomb, alongside plenty of colouring in. A warm, humorous
illustration and text style will get young readers engaging with
the fascinating historical rituals and traditions of one of the
world’s greatest civilisations. Beautiful presentation and
packaging will appeal to the adult gift market as well. 

Contact Info  Cicada Books (United Kingdom)
ziggy@cicadabooks.co.uk

Animal Camouflage: A Search and Find
Activity Book
English  Sep 5, 2017 PRE-PUB   32 pages  9781616896263

In a world where majestic creatures soar, scatter, prance, and
pounce through beautiful natural habitats, astounding
discoveries and fascinating facts are waiting to be discovered
in this beautifully designed book, which combines intricate
paper-cut art with hidden-picture fun. Sarah Dennis's incredible
paper-cut illustrations bring to life seven wondrous regions of
the world (Africa, Asia, Europe, Polar Regions, North America,
South America, Australia) offering to young readers the
opportunity to become intrepid explorers as they uncover native
animals hiding in treelined jungles, still deserts, and watery
depths. Each animal is described with brief facts that make
Animal Camouflage both informative and entertaining.

Contact Info  Princeton Architectural Press (United
States)
Lia Hunt  lia@papress.com
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Recommended by Kirkus Reviews: See review

Click to view more pages

Find Me: A Hide-and-Seek Book
English  Sep 5, 2017 PRE-PUB   40 pages  9781452162546

This book has eyes—and an irresistible cover! Kids will delight
in this innovative seek-and-find picture book that may be read
from front to back and from back to front! Two adorable
characters embark on an over-the-top game of hide-and-seek
through eleven richly detailed scenes, including a lively
neighborhood, a bustling shop, an offbeat office space, a festive
concert, and more. Open the book from the front to search for
one of the characters. Then, open the book from the back to
search for the other. It's two hide-and-seek experiences in one
book. As the characters move through each illustrated spread,
their colors change, too, adding to the abundant fun.

Contact Info  Chronicle Books (United States)
Joya Anthony  joya_anthony@chroniclebooks.com
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NEW SERIES
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Publisher | White Star (Italy)

Nicolò Boggio (Rights Director) nicolo.boggio@whitestar.it

Claudia Protto (Foreign Rights Manager) claudia.protto@whitestar.it

Look Inside

Colora con i numeri (2 books)
Text Language: Italian
Pages: 95

This new series of paint by number colouring books is beautifully illustrated by artist Daniel
Margara. Choose from a variety of colour palettes ranging from neutral to warm or cool
colours and bring the wild animals of the jungle to life. Readers will enjoy following the
colouring instructions and gain satisfaction from seeing their own finished version on the
other side of the page. With intricate line drawings of all the animals you would expect to
see in the jungle, this activity book will doubtlessly prove to be extremely popular!

Giungla selvaggia.
Colora con i...
9788854034556
May 08, 2017

La vita dell'oceano.
Colora con...
9788854034563
May 08, 2017
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Publisher | Nagaoka Shoten (Japan)

somu@nagaokashoten.co.jp

Look Inside

迷路探偵ピエール / Pierre The Maze Detective Series (2
books)
Text Language: Japanese
Pages: 36

Pierre the Maze Detective has a new case. Mr X has stolen the Maze Stone, which has the
power to turn the whole of Opera City into a maze. Can you help Pierre and his friend
Carmen find their way through the mazes – and stop Mr X before it's too late? 

This beautifully illustrated book features 15 full-spread illustrations of intricate, magical
mazes. Take a trip through a fantastic world of underground cities, hot-air balloons, tree-top
towns and haunted houses. Trace your way through each maze, spot the clues and solve
the extra mystery challenges along the way. Hours of puzzle fun, for all maze detectives
aged 8+. A page of answers with the routes through the mazes and other solutions is
included at the end of the book.

Rights Sold: French, English-UK, German, Italian, Swedish, Dutch, Czech, Russian,
Polish

迷路探偵ピエール 摩
天楼楼の秘宝宝をまもれ!
9784522435304
Mar 15, 2017

迷路探偵ピエール ~う
ばわれた秘宝宝を探
せ!~
9784522432631
Mar 14, 2014
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Mishmania Series (6 books)
Text Language: English
Pages: 112

Introducing MISHMANIA, a high-end, highly-designed, and collectible activity series for
children!

MISHMANIA is a new series of activity books packed with 112 pages of out-of-the-ordinary
activities and fantastic artwork! These books feature a unique and fun collection of
beautifully illustrated stories, games and activities to inspire and entertain children. Kids will
enjoy having a bunch of different and fun activities to do, such as coloring, completing
mazes, spotting the differences, adding words and images to comic strips, decoding
messages, deciphering rebus riddles, trying their hand at origami, and much more! Art from
7-10 different illustrators is included in each book, keeping kids' attention and getting them
excited for what will come next!

Cool as a
Cucumber
(Mishmania)
9781499803747
Feb 07, 2017

Rain, Rain, Go
Away! (Mishmania)
9781499803730
Feb 07, 2017

Monster Madness
(Mishmania)
9781499803754
May 02, 2017

Hit the Road!
(Mishmania)
9781499803761
May 02, 2017

Fairy-Tale Frenzy
(Mishmania)
9781499805277
Oct 03, 2017

Jungle Jumble
(Mishmania)
9781499805260
Oct 03, 2017
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Publisher | Little Bee Books (United States)

Sonali Fry (Publisher) sonali.fry@littlebeebooks.com
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Publisher | Scholastic UK (United Kingdom)

rights@scholastic.co.uk

Look Inside

Create Your Own Series (4 books)
Text Language: English
Pages: 140

Welcome to Doodletown, where readers create the story!

When someone steals Mr. Dozen's muffin recipe, readers join superspy Ethan Doodle to
solve the crime.

First, assemble your spy kit! Draw yourself goggles and a fake mustache. Now trick out
your spy bike with a rocket booster, lasers, and wings! WAIT! Which door did the suspect
go through? Each one takes you to a different page....

Readers can sketch, doodle, and draw their way through the story with different options for
arriving at the conclusion. And when they're finished, it's easy to go back to the beginning
and create a whole new spy mission!

From author Andrew Judge and his brother Chris Judge, illustrator of the Danger Is
Everywhere series, comes a brand-new hybrid chapter book series full of fun prompts and
silly jokes that are sure to entertain kids and have them reaching for the next book!

Rights Sold: English-US, German, Spanish, Dutch

Create Your Own
Alien Adventure!
9781407158099
Jan 07, 2016

Create Your Own
Spy Mission
9781407163277
Apr 07, 2016

Create Your Own
Fantastic Quest
9781407171272
May 04, 2017

Create Your Own
Superhero Saga
9781407171265
Feb 02, 2017
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NOTABLE BACKLIST
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Recently acquired by Knesebeck (Germany)

Details

Text Language: English
Pub Date: Sep 01, 2016
ISBN: 9781782403975
Format: Broché
Page: 96

Published In

German-Germany:
Knesebeck
English-United States:
Kane Miller Book
Publishers

Contacts

Publisher's Rights
Department

Ruth Middleton 
ruth.middleton@quarto.co
m

This is not a science book
A smart art activity book

Discover the art of science with this innnovative and
ingenious activity book, packed with creative projects and
fun drawing challenges. This is Not a Science Book
develops science knowledge by stealth, through drawing,
sketching, making, and colouring.

From mapping out bones in the body, building amazing
spinning rotocopters, and brilliant brain puzzles, to
monitoring the movements of the moon, taking a close-up
look at creepy-crawlies, plus incredible optical illusions you
can make yourself, the stimulating activities will get brains
ticking and pens scribbling.

Charming text, plus fascinating illustrations, makes the
subject accessible and fun, ensuring that this book will
enthrall and entertain curious children for hours.
Remember: this is NOT a science book…or is it?

Follow-up to the bestselling title, This is Not a Maths Book
Templates for fun off-the-page activities are included
Award-winning kids’ author Clive Gifford brings a new
approach to scientific investigation

In the Same Series

This is Not a Maths
Book : A Graphic
Activity Book
Mar 26, 2015

This is Not Another
Maths Book: A
smart art activity
book
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Author | Clive Gifford (United Kingdom)

Clive Gifford is an award-winning author of books for
children and adults including the astonishing Dead or Alive,
the creepy Book of Bad Things and the brain mangling
Think Again and Eye Benders. He is passionate that books
should entertain, inform and amaze whenever possible. A
contributor to Encyclopedia Britannica, Clive's books have
won School Library Association, PBS, Smithsonian and
Times Educational Supplement, as well as the prestigious
Royal Society Young People's Book Prize. 
http://www.clivegifford.co.uk/

Publisher | The Ivy Press (United Kingdom)

http://www.ivypress.co.uk/

Look Inside

Jul 06, 2017
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Click to view more pages
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Recently acquired by Editions Milan (France)

Details

Text Language: Dutch
Pub Date: Jan 01, 2017
ISBN: 9789401437844
Format: Hardcover
Page:

Published In

French-France: Editions
Milan
English-New Zealand:
Gecko Press
German
Korean
Chinese Simplified

Contacts

Publisher's Rights
Department

Liesbeth De Bruyne
(International Co-editions
& Foreign Rights Manager)
liesbeth.debruyne@lannoo
.be

Feest Voor Finn
Follow Finn

Large hidden-object-images with more than a hundred
things to find. Can you find the two little soldiers, gnomes,
Mr. and Mrs. Platypus, a present? Can you find your way
through the elaborate labyrinths?

The goblins are on the loose so Finn and his dog race after
them. Follow the chase through Follow Finna fantastic
journey full of fairytale characters and strange creatures,
with a puzzle on every page and a new story in every
scene.

Author | Peter Goes (Belgium)

Peter Goes lives in Belgium where he works as a freelance
illustrator. He has also worked as a stage manager and
studied animation at the Royal Academy of Fine Arts
(KASK) in Ghent, Belgium.
http://petergoes.com/

Publisher | Lannoo (Belgium)

http://www.lannoo.be/

Look Inside
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Click to view more pages
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Recently acquired by Ediciones SM (Spain)

Details

Text Language: Italian
Pub Date: Sep 13, 2016
ISBN: 9788851139919
Format: Copertina
flessibile
Page: 44

Published In

Catalan-Spain: Cruïlla
Spanish-Spain: Ediciones
SM

Contacts

Publisher's Rights
Department

Maria Luisa Borsarelli
(Rights Manager) 
mluisa.borsarelli@deagosti
ni.it

Un Mondo di Avventure. Super
Sticker. Con Adesivi
The World of Adventure. Super Sticker. With
Stickers

New adventures and new activities to complete with over
500 stickers. A fun game with sticker! 

In the Same Series

Author | Mattia Cerato (Italy)

Mattia Cerato has illustrated many books including Sticker,
Punch-out & Play!: Construction; Sticker, Punch-out &
Play!: Dinosaurs; and Just Imagine & Play: On the Site. He
resides in Turin, Italy.
https://www.mattiacerato.com/

Publisher | AMZ (Italy)

http://www.deagostini.it

In giro per il
mondo! Super
sticker. Con adesivi
Feb 16, 2016

Animali del mondo.
Super sticker. Con
adesivi
Sep 13, 2016

Dinosauri. Super
sticker. Con adesivi
Sep 13, 2016
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Recently acquired by words & pictures (UK)

Details

Text Language: French
Pub Date: Oct 07, 2014
ISBN: 9782701189581
Format: Cartonné
Page: 25

Published In

English-United Kingdom:
words & pictures

Contacts

Publisher's Rights
Department

Galina Grekhova (Foreign
Rights) 
g.grekhova@syllabes-
agency.com

Mille millards de trucs (et de
moutons)
A Thousand Billion Things (and Some Sheep)

Every day presents us with a wide range of choices
including what to have to breakfast, what to wear and what
to do in our spare time. Even deciding which piece of
homework to tackle first presents a challenge. But when
night comes and it’s time for bed, what choice is there but
to lie in the dark … and count sheep? This book takes us
through all the choices in a typical child’s busy day and
presents the reader with a puzzle. On every spread there’s
something specific to find amongst the thousand billion
(well, almost) things in the bright and busy artwork.

Author | Loic Clement (France)

Loic Clement writes comics and children's books which
often feature trees, cats, cooking and magic. He lives in the
countryside in France.

Publisher | Belin Jeunesse (France)

http://www.editions-belin.com
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Recently acquired by Prestel Verlag (Germany)

Details

Text Language: English
Pub Date: Jun 07, 2016
ISBN: 9781908714312
Format: Paperback
Page: 128

Published In

German-Germany:
Prestel Verlag

Contacts

Publisher's Rights
Department

ziggy@cicadabooks.co.uk

Playing With Food: An Activity Book
Playing With Food is an inspiring activity book that invites
children to engage with all aspects of food – how it is
grown, prepared, cooked, and presented. Vibrant
illustrations by Louise Lockhart invite young readers to
decorate their dream birthday cake, color in soup cans,
plan a menu for a café, and fill the shelves of a kitchen.
Simple recipes and craft ideas, such as building a wormery
or making a chef’s cap, are peppered throughout. A
delightful book that will serve up plenty of creative treats for
design- and food-oriented parents and their children.

Louise Lockhart’s distinctive screenprinted illustrations are
sold through her online store, The Printed Peanut, and can
be seen on stationery in museum shops around the United
Kingdom.

Author | Louise Lockhart (United Kingdom)

Louise is an established illustrator living and working in the
north of England. Using a combination of collage,
illustration and screenprinting, Louise makes delightful
products ranging from stationery to household goods and
toys, which she sells on her online shop, The Printed
Peanut.
http://louiselockhart.co.uk/

Publisher | Cicada Books (United Kingdom)

http://www.cicadabooks.co.uk/
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Recently acquired by QEB Publishing (US)

Details

Text Language: English
Pub Date: Sep 08, 2016
ISBN: 9781783705894
Format: Hardcover
Page: 32

Published In

English-United States:
QEB Publishing / Quarto
Publishing Group

Contacts

Publisher's Rights
Department

Lisa Edwards (Publisher) 
lisa.edwards@templarco.c
o.uk

Pinball Science
Pinball Science is a hands-on opportunity for children to
build their very own pinball machine and then learn about
basic science from its workings. This cool handbook is
packed with engaging graphics helps young scientists
come to grips with fundamental concepts like gravity, force,
and acceleration.

Chapters including "Uphill and Downhill", "Flipping Levers",
and "Simple Machines" open up the world of science in a
different and interesting way. Pinball Science is a must-
have; a fun package for both budding scientists and games
fans everywhere!

Author | Ian Graham (United Kingdom)

Ian Graham is a children's writer with a wealth of
experience, who has worked for many publishers including
Franklin Watts and Quarto Publishing on subjects ranging
from space exploration and transport to forensic science.

Author | Owen Davey (United Kingdom)

Owen Davey is a freelance illustrator, living and working
out of Leicester, United Kingdom. He graduated with a First
Class BA in Illustration from Falmouth University. Davey's
work has been published in every continent (except
Antarctica), including picture books in the United Kingdom,
America, Australia, Germany, France, Portugal, China, and
Korea. He has worked for some impressive clients,
including the New York Times, Microsoft, and Orange. This
is his first book about sharks.
http://www.owendavey.com/

Publisher | Templar Publishing (United Kingdom)

http://www.templarco.co.uk/
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